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ENGLISH COMPOSITION IN THi HIGH STHOOI
INTP GPU CP,
• J;:,-: Ianat ion
This paper is based primarily on outlines of courses
aB presented "by a number cf State Pepartments of education,
and on outlines received from some of the Par sa^huse 4
;
ts
Public High Schools. Also, but perhaps in a less fundamental
v/ay , it is based on books by reputable authors.
In gathering material from high schools, requests
for outlines of courses were sent to forty public schools in
Massachusetts. Prom these requests twenty answers were received;
nine in the form of outlines, and eleven containing general or
miscellaneous information.
It might be interesting to note that five out of
the eleven schools sending general answers are in the process
assembling outlines of their English courses, and that three
out cf the nine outlines received are in process of being
revised. While this can not, of course, be taken as an accurate
or reliable survey of conditions in Massachusetts, it may,
however, tend to show that at least some of our schools are
taking a progressive interest in their teaching of Jnglish,
and that more and more are they coming to realize the desir-
ability of working under some sort of definite syllabi. These
outlines of courses are usually prepared and worked out under
the guidance of the head of the department.
•*
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The more general purposes of this paper are to
present a few of the moaern tendencies in the teajhing of
composition; to present some of the aims of composition
teaching, ana to suggest ways and means of teaching com-
position in relation to these aims.
Realizing that our theory is still far ahead of
our practice, an attempt has been maae to comoine tneory
and practice in so far as this is possible in a paper of
this icind, and in accordance with the material we -iave on
hand. All endeavor has been made to stress the utility, the
innate jracticaoleness of English :; jmposition, to high schojl
pupils.
In doing this, oral composition has been separated
from i-vritten composition, not because one tjo ought necessar-
ily to be separated in actual practice, but because oral and
written composition can oe aealt with separately in a more
clear and comprehensive maimer*
Education and Composition
It is not our purpose to uelve at all deeply into
the philosophical, psychological, or sociological aspects
of Education, or to evolve an ironclau definition of the term.
There are so ver„. many aspects of Education, so many outcomes
to oe sought, that we shall deal with jusc one large general
phase or the question.
It would seem that, although Eduoatioa may do other
tilings, it ought to pre are boys ana girls to cope successfully^

with life; that it ought to fit boys and girls for a use-
ful and happy existence.
This general, comprehensive, inclusive outcome
of Education would seem to be one of the primary and most
important considerations of the high school. The high school
is the finishing school for the majority of its pupils. From
economic and other reasons e large number of boys and girls
are unable to continue their education beyond the high school.
They must face the world of material things equipped with
that learning which they have been able to acquire during
their secondary school period. It is with these pupils, who
are unable to continue their education, that the high school
ought to be chiefly concerned.
It would seem, therefore, that if one of the primary
functions of the high school is to fit pupils to cope success-
fully with t&fc life that it ought to provide such studies as
will be of assistance to their graduates. And composition,
oral and written, is one subject that is used extensively,
even daily, in all walks of life. The point of view of this
paper is, therefore, that composition ought to be taught in
such a way as to fit boys and girls to cope successfully with
adult life as well as with school life.
The Importance of Oral Composition
A few years ago the schools did not recognize or
make any adequate provision for oral composition. In many
•
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high schools today there is no adequate provision being made
for the teaching of oral composition, but the more progress-
ive schools are recognizing the importance of this subject
and at least are trying to make some provision for the teach-
ing of it. The departments of education in many of the States
are issuing courses of study in English, and all of these
are recognizing the importance of oral composition in the
high school. While it is not probable that our high schools
are going as far in this direction as many educators wish,
the mere fact that the subject has at last brought about
recognition, thought, and, in many cases, action is encour-
aging. We ought not to expect too much, especially when we
look back and consider that emphasis on oral composition is
relatively recent.
Why is it that oral composition has attracted the
attention of many thoughtful teachers? It is, probably, largely
because of the undoubted utility, the very usefulness of the
subject. Day in and day out the boy will be talking for the
rest of his life—on the street, in the office, at home, in
church, and in social life at large. During his entire life
the boy will be judged, not only by what he says, but also by
how he says it. First impressions are made and unmade by the
words thut fall from our lips. Many an applicant has lost
a position because his English was not good. Many a pro-
fessional man has wished he had the confidence to express his

professional views in public, and many a club woman has sat
silent in a meeting because she was not as clever with her
tongue as with her brain. In America today the acquiring of
skill in speech is, for the active citizen, a duty, almost
a necessity.
However, it is not at all necessary to visualize
our pupil grown into manhood to discover the utility of oral
composition. It is obviously apparent in every high school
pupil's daily life, in or out of school. Out of school he
is constantly expressing himself, communicating, sharing his
ideas with others. In school this power of communicating
ideas to others is necessary to the pupil in every one of
his courses. It has been said that nothing is thoroughly
known until it can be expressed. Whether this statement is
axiomatic or not— and I am inclined to doubt it—actually
makes little difference to the pupil. If, for example, he
is unable to expiess his ideas to his History teacher, that
teacher can not form a good opinion of his ability in History.
In other words, she can not definitely measure that which
the pupil can not express.
The teaching of oral composition is not a transi-
tory fad. "It is more a manifestation of a growing tendency
of our language to adapt itself to the rapid communication
methods of our day— the imperative demand for speed and
directness. Whoever aspires to succeed in business, to secure
and maintain a standing among friends, or to be a leader
in any kind of human activity, will have his chances of success
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increased by the ability to talk when the time comes, to
talk to the point, with force and convincingness and the
moving powers of persuasion. "( I)
It may readily be seen from the foregoing why oral
composition is todey attracting more attention by school
authorities than ever before. It would seem that oral com-
position, a subject rich in kinetic utility and intrinsic
value, surely deserves to occupy one of the highest posts in
the public high school.
The Importance of Written Composition
While some authorities are insisting that oral
composition—not written— is the vital and essential form of
language today, there seems, nevertheless, little to be gained
by quibbling over the relative importance of the two forms
of composition. The fact remains that both written and oral
composition are essentially fundamental to the pupil and to
society at large. The utilitarian aspect of written compo-
sition, while probably not cs high as that of its counterpart,
oral composition, is, nevertheless, an important consideration.
The case of written composition in its relation to
the high school may be slightly different from that of oral
composition in thc.t the utility and general importance of
written composition was recognized and made provision for
in the high school course of study sooner. Generally speaking,
the courses in written composition are more firmly intrenched
I. Spoken English and How to Teach It—Elizabeth W. Baker
Pages 10-11.

in the high school than are those of oral composition, and
there is usually more time spent on the teaching of written
composition than on the teaching of oral composition.
"There are practical reasons why written composition
ought to be considered as one of the most fundamental courses
in the high school . Whether we like it or not, a pupil's
admission to college is determined by what and how he can
write, rather than what he knows and thinks about literature."
(I) And his success in college is determined to a very large
extent by how well he can express his thoughts on paper.
In fact, a pupil's success even in the high school is largely
determined by how well he can express his thoughts on a
written test.
Written composition as a business and social utility
is seen in the main by the writing of letters. As a business
utility letter writing is recognized as an essential accom-
plishment. In many cases employment is obtained largely
through one's ability to write a neat, orderly, courteous,
correct letter. Interviews are rarely, if ever, granted to
persons who do not write an intelligent and correct letter.
Regarding correspondence, General John J. Pershing
said, 'Correspondence is as definitely an index to character
as either verbal expression or conduct. ' (2)
(1) The Teaching of English—Percival Chubb. Page 214.
(2) English for Senior High Schools— Oakland Public Schools
—
Oakland, California. Page-24.
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It may be seen from the foregoing that one of the
predominant ourposes of teaching composition (oral and
written) to high school pupils is that of utility. It is a
practical, usable subject. It is a subject that has to be
used by every person every day, whether lie likes it or not.
From a survey of courses of study, both from
State Departments of Education and from high schools, it
vj:: j.ld seem that this utilitarian asoect is being given
considerable attention in our more progressive schools
today— specific details of which will b'6 taken up later.
There are, of course, other objectives to be sought from
the teaching of composition, but the utilitarian objective,
due ;o its very inclusiveness, covers a multitude of smaller
more detailed objeotivas.
It might at a first glance appear that such emphasis
on utility need hardly be mentioned, but one does not have to
delve at all deeply into the History of education to find
that this utilitarian aspect has not always been the impor-
tant i'actor in composition teaching that it is today.
"Composition, oral and written, is so much a part
of our daily lives, that it is superfluous to justify its
presence in the school curriculum. Walter Lippman, author
of 'Public Opinion' recently 7/rote: 'To teach English in'
a
community like ours is to be dealing with the main instrument
of civilized living. To give that instrument edge and point
ana temper is a sacred task'. He was referring to
•
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New York in particular, but his statement holds just bus true
with us in Oakland". (I) And it nay be added that his state-
ment holds just as true in way octpaunity, large or small, in
the Unitea States.
Relation to Literature
Composition, literature, grammar, ana rhetoric are
traditionally all included and taught under t.ie general head-
ing English. The big question arises as to whether or not it
is aavisabls to separate composition from literature.
Chubb holds the point or view that composition and
literature ought not to be separated; that the two fill work
together hand in hand. The State Board of Education of Hart-
ford, Connecticut holds essentially the same point of view.
"To devote an entire semester, or even a period of six weeks
,
exclusively to composition is likely to prove burdens ome to all.
Leso objectionable is the plan of giving one or t«/o ua^s a
week exclusively to composition" (2)
However, if we examine the aims of literature and tne
aims of composition, we find that in all ca.,es they are essen-
tially different. The Hartford, Connecticut course oT Study (3)
points out that the main purpo e of trie course in literature ^s
to increase tne pupil's ability to reaa with intelligence and
appreciation, to cultivate nis taste
(1) English for Senior High Schools— Oakland PubllO cnools
—
Oakland, California. Page 2<x.
(2) A Course of Study in English Composition and Literature for
Secondary Schools. State 3oard of Education, Hartford,
Connecticut, page 36.
( 3 ) As ( 2 )
.
4
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for good reading, nd to acquaint him in a general way
i ith the field of belles-le ttres ; out the main purpose
of the course in composition, according to the seine source,
is to increase the pupil's power of expression.
If we examine a syllabus in English for high
schools (1; , we find that "The chiei aim in the teaching
of literature to the pupils in high tchoois is to get tr.e...
to enjoy reading good literature and to aesire to read
more of it" while "The general aim of composition is
to envelop the pupil's power to eommunioate his ide- to
others"
.
Siuiil rl;; , on examining ?ri ju^
the Massachusetts High Schools (£) we find th t the general
aims f literature re:
1. Development of a pleasure in the reading of
good books.
2. Ac u intance with some . f the cl ssics of
English Literature.
3. S me knowledge of the lives of tne authors of
such cl ssics es are read, and of the period
in \.:hich they lived.
But the aim of composition is , "Cultivation of a desire to
speak and "write the English Language correctly and . ttractively".
(1) Syllabus for High School. (English)—Board of Education-
City of New York. Pages 5,£i,
(2) Taunton,Lr ss. High School.

II.
The Massachusetts Bulletin (I) says, "The report
of the present committee distinguishes clearly between Eng-
lish for work and English for leisure; that is to cay, between
the more practical aspects of English ana the more purely
esthetic ana literary."
"The administrating of any scheme of separation
will require the making of separate recorcs ana the handing
in of separate credits for the work in practical English and
the work In literary English. This nay be accomplished by
assigning the work in practical English to a certain spec-
ified place in the course and the literary English to another.
In several school systems, JetVoit, Chicago, I.jcison, and
Washington , for example , this has been accomplished by an
alternation of semesters, one bein ? devoted to v/hat is called
composition and another to what is called literature. In other-
systems the period is shorter, consisting of ten weeks or less.
Still other schools cerry it out less effectively by assigning
composition to certain cays in the week and literature to other
days in the week. The principle arguments for such a
separation are as follows:
(I) Separation leacs to the proper emphasis upon
oral and written composition based on topics
drawn from the personal life ana observation
of the pupils.
(I) The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Bulletin of the ^oard of
Education, Number 10. Pages £0— 25.
•
IE.
(2) It obviates the difficulty of doing justice
to the hard worker who is not brilliant in
literature, on the one banc, ano the careless
and Dilatory but quick-witted reader of lit-
erature, on the other.
(3) It makes possible more appropriate alma and
methods in the treatment of what are essen-
tially different types of work. It prevents
confusion of aims, fhe serious grinc which
is necessary for the mastery of the funca-
mentals of grammar and composition is deadly
when appliec to the study of literature, whose
ultimate purpose mu:.-t be the establishment of
ideals of life, good methods of reading, and
the habit ci' turning to books for the proper
enjoyment of leisure hours.
(4) It makes possible co-operation on the part of
all oepartments from the fact that the teacher
of mathematics and the teacher of science may
be willing to assist in establishing habits of
careful ana accurate expression, but can herdly
be expected to support, except through general
attitude, the teaching of poetry and fiction.
It is believed that these arguments are sound. Ko
school that has put the plan into effect has failec to find
satisfaction or has gone back to the older methoo of organ-
ization.
The following specific suggestions are mace for the schools

Of this State (Massachusetts):
(I) That ^he teaching of English expression he clearly
distinguished from the teaching of literature in orcer that
each part of the work may more fully accomplish the purposes
for which it is primarily intended.
(£) That the teaching of English expression should include
(a) Instruction in securing and organizing ideas.
(b) Keacing for the purpose of gathering such ideas.
(c) .Study of gooc examples of the type of composition
under consideration.
(c) Opportunity for orcl expression.
(e) Writing and criticizing compositions.
(f) Principles of grammar and rhetoric in so far as
they are aids to effective expression.
(3) That the teaching of literature should incluc
not only the reaoing anc study of literature,
but also sucii work, inducing the writing of
compositions, dramatization end oral discussions,
as may aid in the fuller appreciation of literature.
(4) That separate marks be given for English expression
and literature. Such separate marks are recommenced
for the following reasons:
(a) Pujiils differ in their relative ability in
these two fields,, Separate marks, therefore,
enable the teacher to incicate success in
each field.
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(b) The pupil realizes that he can not avoid herd accurate work
in English expression just because he is good in literature.
(c) The pupil who fails in one part of the work but not in
the other can be required to make up simply the work in
which he fails.
(5) Thct the common plan of assigning composition to certain days
in the week and literature to other days should be replaced
by the plan of devoting continuous attention for several
weeks, or a semester, to English expression tnd continuous
attention during similar periods of weeks to literature. Such
separation by weeks, or semesters is recommended for the
following reasons:
(a) The purposes of the two types a.re different. For instance,
an oral or written description of a character in literature
course should be primarily to aid in appreciation, whereas
the description of a wireless apparatus in the English
expression class should be judged primarily from its clear-
ness and accuracy. Similarly, a poem will be studied with
purposes different from those applied to the analysis of a
business letter. These differences are so important that
both teacher and pupil must be conscious of them, end so
wide that the transition can be mi de from day to day within
the week only imperfectly and
*
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with great Difficulty,
(b) By devoting continuous attention to a piece of
literature the interest is sustained ana the class
can almost live with the characters or in the
surroundings portrayed. Similarly, by cevoting
continuous anc concentre tec attention to some phase
of effective expression greater progress can be
made in the same number of lessons.
(6) That the general reading of the pupils, cone at
hone or in the free periods at school, shoulc go
on without interruption, regaroless of the nature of
the class work. ..his outside reading shoulc be
continuous in order to aevelop the habit of turn-
ing to books for recreation anc because general
reading shoulc be an aid to both types of work
in English." (1)
It will be seen from the foregoing that the
aims of these two phases of ~Jnglish--ce:;posit ion and
literature—are entirely different, anc that of zhe
two, composition is the highest in utility. It is
"English for work." It is a practical study. How-
ever, while it is probably advantageous to separate
composition from literature, it is, nevertheless,
of the utmost ii port;.nee that a very close correla-
tion be maintained between the two.. It woulc, no
(1) file Commonwealth of Massachusetts Bulletin of the
Board of r.cucation, dumber 10. Pages 20-23.
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doubt, be better not to separate these two phases at all
unless such a close correlation can be maintained.
A separation cf composition from literature is, of
course, not intended to be a separation of reading from
speaking anc writing. "Any misconception on this point —
will be prevented if the fact is perceived that the word
'Literature' is u. ed by the committee in its narrow sense
— that of the French belles-lettres-end refers to
poetry, fiction, drama, anc trie informal personal essay
and not to v. ell-written biography, history, science,
travel and the like. ..'hen the pupils are practicing
speaking and writing for the sake of
'
giving information
or of forming opinion, they shoulc. certainly have the
opportunity of reading and discussing gooc examples of
the same sort, taken mainly from contemporaries. In
the same way, when they are reading poetry, plays, and
stories, they shoulc be encouraged to creative effort
as one of the best possible methods of attaining to
skill in interpretation anc. fullness of appreciation." (I)
It wdulc seem that if a separation is carriec out
in this way many of the desired outcomrs of both com-
position and literature can be attained. Such a separa-
tion is not too definite or arbitrery anc composition
and literature will still be working hc-.nd in hand.
(I) The Common, ealth of J.Iassachusetts Bulletin of the Board
of Education, dumber 10. Page SO;,
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Oral Composition in the High School
As has been indicated, the modern tendency is to
give far greater attention than heretofore to oral composi-
tion. "By oral composition is meant exactly what the words
imply. It should not he only oral out also composition, and
composition by the pupil himself. It should not be elocu-
tion nor declamation merely or chiefly, valuable as these
are in their place. From a good course in oral composition,
however, valuable by-products may be secured, as knowledge
of simple parliamentary procedure, initiative, leadership,
ability to co-operate, and awakened interest in aan, fields
that lead to good citizenship and xo culture". (1).
The tendency towards stressing the teaching of
oral composition in the high school is desirable for the
following reasons: (2)
(1) Because a good command of speech is of greater
importance to most people than ability in written
English, as practicall;. all people talk much more
than they write, and their effectiveness depends
more frequently upon their speech than upon their
writing*
(2) Because effort expended in oral composition
produces more marked results than the same effort
in written composition.
(3) Because there seem^. to be greater transfer of
a'oilitv from speaking to writing than there is
from writing to speaking.
(1) A Course of 3tud v. in English Composition and Literature
for Secondary Schools. State Board of Education, Hartford,
Connecticut. Page 41.
(2) Massachusetts Bulletin-Number 10. Page 24.
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The immediate classroom aims of teaching oral
composition may be summed up under the ability:
(1) To answer questions intelligently and fully
(2) To converse agreeably
(3) To collect and organize material for oral discourse
(4) To present effectively in a natural environment ma-
terial already organized
(5) To join courteously and pertinently in informal
discussion
(6) To read aloud in such a way as to present the writer's
thought and spirit
(7) 7or those who have, or hope to have, equalities of
leadership, the ability to address an audience, or to
conduct a public meeting. (1).
Outline of a bourse in Oral Composition (Grades 9-12)
The following outline of a course of study in oral
composition is submitted with the full realization that it
probably is not a perfect one. Perhaps there is not an
absolute perfect outline being carried out in any high school
today. Just exactly what ninth or tenth grade oral composi-
tion actually is, nobody ioiows. It is thought that this is
not a too ambitious outline, yet it aims to embody most of
the modern educational practices in oral composition.
(1) The Commonwealth of I.Iassachusetts 3ulletin of the Board
of Education. Number 10. Page 25. (Reprinted from
Chapter X of the Report of the National Joint Committee.)
*
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This course of study has been selectee, becau. e it
is not a theoretical one. It is a pr ctical, usable, workable
outline, one th. t is being used in one of our mblie high
schools in Massachusetts
• (1)
It is not expected that any teacher should follow
this outline impllcltl; . It is mostly suggestive in form, and
is not meant to be at all inflexible. It is thought thr^t the
tees cher is the best judge of what suggestions to follow, and
of ho, she is best able to carry them out. It is not intended
to point >ut just exactly v/h t ought to be included in each
grade. Some suggestions may be dispensed 7?ith entirely, and
emphasis laid on other f ctors not included in this outline
at the discretion of the teacher as the needs of her particular
elass re interpreted.
OP . J CO] J Ow IT I ON
ail: .
To develop confidence and ease in expression, greater
effectiveness in talking, .n ability to interest others.
(1) Constant emphasis on the iuea that the class is
an audience, the pupil a speaker. Pupils should always be
taught to select, prepare, nd deliver material frora the point
of vie. of interest to the audience. Create a real audience
si u: tion.
(2) All m v.crisl sh.uld be carefully prepared but
talks should not be memorized.
(l v Taunton (Massachusetts) High School.
4*
I'ethod
.
(3) Pupils should be encouraged to talk m what they
.enow ana like, out effort should also be made to awaken
new interests by assigning tooics for investigation.
(-x) The teacher should be helpful and sympathetic,
bu: should work for progressively better speech, not only
in grammar, pronunciation, and enunciation, but in arrangement
and presentation of iceas. Jhe aim is nore mere talk, But
more effective speech.
grade I :
(1) "alks on current events etc.
(2) Individual experience a told in an interesting manner.
(3) Humorous stories and incidents to develop a sense of the
truly humorous.
(4) 3ook reports
(5) Practice in conducting meetings
(6) Attention to posture, enunciation, pronunciation etc.
Grade X
(1) Well pronounced sentences should be required for all oral
rec I tat ions
(2) Stories, experiences, reports, speeches on subjects drawn
from literature stud:. , correlated studies, school affairs,
current events, books
.
(3) Travelogues (illustrated), accounts of famous cities,
buildings, interesting countries, customs.
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(4) More practice in conducting meetings.
(5) '.lore attention to organization of material etc.
(6) A little more library work.
Grade-, XI and Xll.
(1) Vocabulary. Emphasis should be laid upon the importance
oi extending the vocabulary by looking up words not well
understood, by keeping a notebook for desirable words,
and by the 3tudy oi synonyms, antonyms, anu idioms.
(2) Planning speeches for particular occasions; e.g. intro-
•
duo tion of speakers, after-ainner talks, gift presenta-
tions, acceptances, nominating speeches.
(3) Story telling.
(4) Reports on collateral reading.
£5) Accounts of prominent men and their work, of important
discoveries and inventions, of events of current in-
terest.
(6) Practice in conducting meetings at which speeches as
in (2) might be needed.
To this might be added, especially in "Che eleventh
and twelfth grades, the following:
(1) Sales talks.
(2) Debates
(3) Book reports
(4) Correlation with other school subjects
(5) Considerable poise
I
22.
(6) More original work
(7) More library work
(8) And by all means considerable attention ought to be
given to guidance.
While it is not to be expected that this course
of study could be used in every high school, or that it
is an ideal one; it does, nevertheless, seem to be a fair
representation of what high schools can do along this line.
In direct contrast to this is the following
"outline of senior English" received from a Massachusetts
High School:
OUTLIKE OF SENIOR ENGLISH
First semester :
Tappan's England's Literature. Milton's L'Allegro,
II Penseroso, Comus. Lycidas (optional). Proloque to
Canterbury Tales (optional). Macbeth.
Childe Harold, Cento IV, The Prisoner of Chillon.
Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum.
Composition : Four essays of not fewer than five
pages each. Outside reading; See Hartford Reading List.
Second Semester :
Burke on Conciliation with America, or Washington,
Webster's, and Lincoln's Addresses.
Argumentation.
Wordsworth's Poems and Arnold's Essay on Wordsworth.
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Hamlet, and Browning f s Poems.
If at midyears and there is time, Lorna Doone.
Composition as for English 7, except that half the
essays should be argumentative in form.
Outside reading: See Hartford Lists.
This is, no doubt, an example of the kind of outline
that high schools have had to use because of the influence
of college entrance examinations. Such a course in composition
as represented here is, in all probability, worth while, and
there is no mention at all of any provision being made for
the teaching of oral composition. 7/hile it is not the purpose
of this paper to deal with literature, nevertheless, it does
seem that such a course of study in literature would be highly
uninteresting and probably not worth while. There seems to
be little in this outline to remind one of modern educational
practices.
The following is another outline of senior English
as used in a high school in Massachusetts:
SENIOR ENGLISH
Texts Used
Tanner-Composition and Rhetoric
Foerster and Steadman-Sentences and Thinking
Collateral Books
Webster-Secondary School Dictionary (for daily reference)
Davis-Advanced Exercises in English.
Whitfield-High School English Exercises.
4
Notebook kept by pupils based on work covered
xjaount of Work Covered
Literature
:
Shakespeare-Mao b e th
Palmer-Self-Cultivation in English
L'acaulay-Essay on Cohnson
Burke-Speech on Cone iliet ion with America
Milton-Minor Foems
Unterineyer-Yesterday and Today
Composition : One 2,000 word theme; other short ones. Study
of principles of compos i t ion, outlines,
sentences, words, and paragraphs. T.eview of
figures of speech and versification. Grammatical
drill. Vocabulary work. Ten books required
for home reading.
Here again, although oral composition may possibly
be taugat, there is at any rate no provision made for it
in the outline. Such an outline as this tells us practically
nothing, except that, in all probaoility, instruction in
composition is not very good.
Some schools have a set of pupil objectives, but
supply no materials or methods with v/hich to carry them out.
The following (from a Massachusetts High School) is an enample:
J
2d
PUTIL OBJECTIVES Tg SI oII^N ~"CT ICI I
gj . LI
: "
"
1
I j. . I Y .. J
Read aloud with satisfaction to the hearers.
Take part in a conversation on some topic of general
interest, making some constructive contribution to the
conversation and reacting intelligently to the ideas
of others.
Explain one's ideas effectively before e committee or
a class room group.
Act as ^.lairinan of a meeting, arranging the program
and carrying it out successfully.
Ei'GLIS:' 11
£ ' LITY TO
Maintain ^ne T s convictions on a deb -table uestion
skillfully and tactfully in a discussion i ith another
either with or without -:n audience.
Preside over a business meeting v/here some knowledge
of parliamentary procedure is required.
Take part in the racking of motions, nominations :.nd other
simple phases of parliamentary procedure.
Speak without undesirable mannerisms.
Maintain poise before an audience.
Spe-.k with a well-oorr rolled voice of pleasing quulity.
Speak without "and" , "brs 7 ' and simil r undesirable ex-
press i ais
.

ABILITY TO
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ENGLISH III
Quote short selections of prose or poetry when these
are pertinent to the subject under consideration.
Tell an anecdote to illustrate a point.
Present a speaker to an audience graciously.
Accept a prize or gift graciously.
This outline is perhaps far ahead of the preceeding
two. The preceeding two outlines have no objectives at all,
while this type has nothing but objectives. It would seem,
however, that the teaching procedures would have to be good
if the objectives are to be carried out adequately. This is
really not an outline, however.
Another type of outline (from a Massachusetts High
School) is arranged in the following manner:
OUTLINE OF THE COURSE OF STUDY IN ENGLISH
Spoken English
Freshman spoken English
aims to secure:
1. Good posture.
2. Clear enunciation
3. Elimination of slang
4. Elimination of common
grammatical errors
Fair sentence structure
* One hour weekly in special
class. Study of myths:
Achilles, Adonis, Atlanta,
Atlas, Aurora, Bacchus,
Circe, Cadmus, Cerberus,
Chaos, Chimaera, Cyclops,
Dryads, Orpheus, Scylla,
Eurydice, Charydis, Midas,
Ganymede, Pegasus, Daphne,
and Apollo, Psyche, Perseus,
Pandora, Delphi, Echo,
Elysium, Hades, Golden-
Fleece, Fates, Hebe, Helen
of Troy, Hercules, Styx,
Proserpine, Pluto, Panassus,
Morpheus, Odysseus, Greek
and Latin names of Gods
and Goddesses. Also stories
of Sinbad the Sailor and
Ali Baba.
Oral talks given
from outlines.
Current events
from magazines,
newspapers.
Make every
recitation
an exercise in
spoken English.
Do not accept
poorly expressed
incoherent
answers.
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Such an outline as this is extremely confusing, I
think. The first and third columns are perfectly clear, but
I have yet to fathom the meaning of the second column. It
seems almost impossible to discover just what relation the
second column beers to the first and third columns.
Another type of outline (from a Massachusetts High
School) which is at least clear, is the following:
SPOKEN ENGLISH GRADES SPOKEN ENGLISH
IX. X. XI. XII.
Presiding over Prepared and Group programs Occasional
meetings; impromptu talks; once a week. special reports.
introducing a informal discuss-
speaker; ions
making announcements, stories to
nominations, and illustrate a
motions; informal point;
discussions; presentation and
business talks; response;
dramatization. club work.
It will be seen by this outline that the course in
oral composition gradually tapers down to almost nothing by
the senior year.
Yftiile this type of outline has the virtue of com-
pactness, it makes no provision for explanation of the purposes
of the course, and gives little information as to how the work
should be carried out. This is especially true of the eleventh
and twelfth years.
I
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It would seem from these extracts of courses of
study that our theory is still far ahead of our practice.
While theory tells us that oral composition should be effect-
ively taught in the high school, in actual practice there is
probably too little attention being given to it. It is
probably safe to say that oral composition is being given
adequate attention perhaps only in the more progressive schools.
Separation of Phases in the Course of Study
From a survey of all outlines and material on hand,
it would seem that the best outlines are those which deal
separately with each phase of the subject. For example, while
it is, no doubt, not desirable to separate written composition
from oral composition in actual practice, a theoretical sepa-
ration, if merely for the sake of clearness, is advantageous
in the making of outlines.
The following is an example of the effect of com-
bining oral and written composition in an outline:
(from a Massachusetts High School)
FIRST YEAR
RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION
(1) Study of narration emphasized, with at least one
exercise in other forms of discourse.
(2) The proper use of dictionary.
(3) '.Tork in letter-writing, sentence analysis, substitution,
and combination.
(4) Study of punctuation, with uses of comma emphasized.
(5) Figures of speech; simile, metaphor, personification;
apostrophe.
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(6) Versification; definition of verse; feet; trochee;
iambus; dactyl; anapaest.
(7) Spelling.
(8) Composition : A theme of 150 words or equivalent once
in two weeks and at least one theme of 450 words during the
year for practice in paragraphing. Constant work on oral
themes during the year.
The only mention of oral composition in this out-
line is the casual closing sentence, "Constant work on oral
themes during the year.
"
This combining of rhetoric, oral composition, and
written composition results in no adequate consideration for
any phase.
The following extract may serve as another illustration
of the effect of combining oral uid written composition in
the outline: (from a Massachusetts High School)
ENGLISH COURSE
NINTH YEAR
(I) Academic Tfork (Includes College, Scientific, Normal,
and General Course pupils.)
The work of the year is divided into four periods
of nine weeks each. In each period, approximately
half of the time is alloted to rhetoric and composition,
and half to literature.
I
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(A) Rhetoric and Composition Text, Hitchcock T s High
School English.
The assigned work includes Spelling review,
Punctuation review, Sentence structure, Narration,
Description, Letter forms, Figures of Speech,
Drill work to eliminate common errors.
(B) Themes-—Twenty during the year, written and oral
themes alternating.
This outline at least specifically determines the
amount of oral composition for the year. However, as in
the preceeding ones, there are no directions as to how the
course is, or should be, carried out. There are no objectives,
and the combining of oral and written composition leaves both
phases vague and not adequately outlined.
It would seem, therefore, fairly safe to assume that
outlines and courses of study should deal specifically with
just one phase of the subject.
Notes on The Teaching of Oral Composition
"Since the success of an oral composition course depends
largely on getting the pupils to feel free, be sure that they r
assume every bit of responsibility that, at any stage of
progress, they will take and carry with sincerity and dignity.
See to it that constructive criticism gets the final
emphasis. Ability to criticize will be developed as the
course progresses.
<
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Make sure that there is variety. Don't let either the
prognms or the comments become stereotyped. Each pupil, too,
must have variety in the types of themes he presents.
Guiae at every point;, but seldom drive. The class can be
depended on for prompt and usually just verdicts; and their
decisions will seldom be questioned.
A varied program is probably best, as a rule, but
occasionally a highly unified program should be prepared; for
instance, a Lincoln Day program, a Better Speech program.
Sometimes, for a considerable period, the hour may be
given to debates, in preparation, perhaps, for an inter-division
from pupils who have been conspicuously good in their oral theme
work. The skill thus developed functions, too, in school
assemblies, where pupils are often needed to present causes of
vital interest to the school." (1)
The following are some general recommendations
for oral work: (2)
(1) When reciting at any time, the pupil should be required
to stand in the aisle, free from the desk, speak
clearly and distinctly, and use complete sentences.
(2) In formal oral composition work the student should
always stand in the front of the room, free from desks,
and in a good position.
(.:) The student should address his audience, and not the
window, ceiling, or clock.
<
(4) ITotes on snail cards held in the palm of the hand may
be permitted when necessary, such as in giving statistic
etc. 'ut the use of notes should, as a general rule,
b« discouraged.
(o) Clear enunciation and correct pronunciation should
be required.
(6) A definite plan of a talk should always be made by
the pupil, so that he may know hov: he will begin,
what point he is to make, and hew he will conclude
his discourse.
(7) Every pupil should be able to conduct a meeting in
correct parliamentary form.
(3) Every pupil should have an opportunity to do a piece
of v/ork in dramatization.^
(9) The selection of the material should be left, as f r
as possible, to the pupil.
(10) No pupil should be excused from this work, except
in extreme cases.
(11) Class comient on the work of speakers should always
be called for. This means favorable, as well as un-
favorable, criticism.
(12) Assignments should be made by the teacher far encugh
in advance to insure ample time for preparation on the
part of the pupil.
(1) A Course of Stuiy in English Composition ana Literature
for Secondary Schools. Hartford, Connecticut. Page 4b.
(2) English for Senior High :chools-Cakland Public Schools-
Oakland, California. Pages 39-40.

Parliamentary Procedure
The method of the recitation shoul free and
informal as is consistent with seri:us effort. Tfhen the
matter in hand concerns anything so subtle and personal as
self expression, and when individual ability varies so much
in both Kind and uality, the instruction should not be
mechanical or too rigid without .'estro'in.-j the independence
and enthusiasm natural to youth and necessary to this kind
of work. In accordance with this many schools have adopted
the plan of organizing the class accor.iag to parliamentary
procedure. During this part of the 7/ork the teacher usually
remains at the back of the room and takes as little part
as possible in the class exercises, often saying nothing
until the last few minutes of the period.
In parliamentary procedure the pupils are usually
•instructed in the following:
(1
(2
(3
(4
(6
(3
Organization of a meeting
How to preside at a meeting
How to keep minutes
Eow tb conduct an election
Ordinary methods of voting
How to secure the floor
How to make and state a motion
How to amend a motion
<
Correct in, ; ^rroi o in oral Qcjg£OSi oicn
It is difficult to know just how far to go in this.
The advantages of correct speech are obvious, but the
continuous emphasis on mrity of expression can be overdone.
"It is very easy to keep busy, like Lowell's Universal
schoolmaster, •starching the languae' of the pupils and
'smoothing it flat with the mangle of supposed classical
authority* until you have supressed that spontaneous and
natural expression that generally says in i.s own way some-
thing worth saying. Correction of errors alone will not
liberate expression, the man business of composition. The
principle aim of correction ought to oe an increase in
clearness and movement and a decrease in stylistic disabili-
ties.
Undisputed errors in such things as number, tense,
and case forms should >q corrected individually, unless the
majority of the class are making the same error; but it is
difficult to know just how far to go in trying co keeo T shall*
ana 'will' on the right pedestals. Correction should >e in-
frequent enough to be effective and should have as its first
purpose the development of standards of self-criticism. As
errors in speech are more often a result of carelessness than
of a lack of knowledge, responsibility for expression should
be put on the pupil. The pupil should gradually fix in his
mind tests by which he may know whether his expression is right
or wrong :l ( 1 )
.
(I) Course of "tudy in English- bulletin 40-Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. Page 2®.
1
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Is it not sometimes better to saj something worth-
while, than to say nothing at ail in perfectly pure English?
The boy on the street surel... can communicate his thoughts
to his playmates
,
usually in no uncertain terms. He makes
known his wants in a manner that leaves little doubt in ~cne
minus or" nis nearers. The only trouble ifflth sucn oral ex-
pression is chat in man:, cases it does not at all agree with
the standards set up Tor him in the schoolroom.
On the other nana, when the boy gets into the class-
room, he recalls having been taught all those little trouble-
some grammatical rules and is so ousy thinking of trie.- that,
while his talk is correct, his subject is often presentea in
a deaa, dull, flat manner.
The problem is, I think, very nioelj summed up oy
John Dewey, "How without checking the spontaneous, natural
motives- motives to which language y//es its vitality, force,
vivi'dnes;
,
and variety- are we to moaify speech habita so as
to render them accurate ana flexible intellectual instruments?'
It would seem that this is one of the most lundamen-
tal considerations in the teacning of oral ana written compo-
sition*
Choosing a miojeou
Pupils should be allowea to talk on subjects in Which
they are interested, ana tney shoula talk on those subjects
with which they are familiar. Pupils shoula always keep in
mind their audience, for what difference aoes it make to us
how we say anything, or what we say, if there is no one lis-
tening? The audience should be in a receptive mood, sympa-
thetic, and critical in a friendly, construe tive sense, and
<!
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this the teacher should in some »ray control, parliamentary
procedure will help in getting the audience in a receptive
mood.
The following are a few suggested sources of sub-
ject material:
(1) Topics dase^ on the life ana activities of the school.
(2) Topics drawn, from social life
(3) Topics pertaining to the vocations
(4) Topics "chat arise in connection with leisure (taken
from pupil's leisure experiences)
(b) Topics relating to current history ana matters of
present history. Speaking on current events aaus
greatly in forming the nab it of intelligent reaaing
of news supers and standard magazines,
(6) Topics taicen from other school wor.-c. (correlation
with other departments)
The Group Lie thod
In the average class of perhaps -events-five pupils
it is practically impossible to near from all bile pupils
and give any adequate constructive criticism of each pupil
every day. There is almost nothing that hurts a pupil more
than not being given an opportunity to contribute nis work
after spending much time in the preparation of it. This is
lilcely to impress him with the futility of it all. It is also
probable that the pupil, realizing that she cnances of nis
being oalled upon are not too certain, will not prepare his
lesson.
(1) Methods with adolescents—Ralph V, Pr ingle. Pt> i; e 176
<
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The group method is, in par*j an attempt tc remedy this
situation. Uncer this system each pup.il has a chance tc per-
form every day. The usual procedure is for the teacher to
diviae the class into groups of five or six pupils depending
on the size of the cl^ss. Ihe groups are not usually selected
according to ability. Group leaders are chosen by the teacher
and changed at her discretion.
In oral composition each member delivers his talk before
his group, anc each group .chooses one pupil to represent them.
These representative pupils then celiver their talks before
the whole class.
It will be seen that under this system each pupil has
an opportunity to take part in every lesson.
The group method has been found to work out very well
in some high schools, but it requires a very sympathetic,
tactful, and skillful teacher.
ihe acvantages are:
(1) Every pupil has a chance to perform good
audience situation
(o) Affords special training for leaders
(3) The timid pupils gain confidence in the group
(4) It is democratic
(5) It insures a spirit of co-operation, competition,
and sharing.
(6) It is social in function
(7) The pupil is responsible-no t to himself-but to
the group
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Co-operation in the Inpr overrent of Oral Composition
One of the most pertinent problems in the high school is
that much, of the instruction does not "carry over". This is
often true to a large extent of oral composition. 7/hile the
pupil nay express his thoughts ana ideas very well in the
English class, he is likely to consider this his special duty
to his English teacher, hut something that is not at all im-
portant in the Chemistry class. In other words, pupils too
often get the icea that oral composition is 01 al composition
only when it is found in the English class. Oral composition,
however, is the venicle "by which vocal expression is given
to iceas ana thoughts in all lines of enaeavor. In a school,
it is not a subject apart from the other studies, but is inex-
tricably combinec with all of them. Pupils often fail to realize
that oral composition very often has a decided "bearing on their
success in all subjects.
There is a tendency tocay to stress these facts; to make
the pupil understand that oral composition is a subject that he
is at all times using, and that it is not a subject to be used
in the English room and promptly forgotten as soon us the Eng-
lish period is over, For this reason, the English department
is asking for the co-operation of all cep* rtments in Vila scnool
in order to improve the oral expression of their pupils. The
purpose is to declare war against poor English whenever it appears,
with concerted effort, in order to establish higher stanaarcs of
oral expression. This can be accomplished only by the co-opera-
tion of all departments in the school.
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The following are a few suggestions to teachers in other depart-
ments : (1 )
.
(I) Insist on clear speaking. The student should stand erect,
with heac. up, anc .\speak with sufficient clearness to
be unaerstood in all parts of the room.
{£) Insist on exactness. Require that the answer match the
specific question asked, jo not say, "I know what you
mean. It is this way"
. Leaa him to emplo., worcs that
will express his meaning with some approach to precision.
(3) Insist on full answers. Resist the temptation to accept
piecemeal replies. When such i regulation is not too
artificial, frequently require the puj.il to explain in
complete sentences what he m^ans. Encourage the pu^il
so to organize his material that he can speak two or
more minutes in elucicabion of h|js ioeas.
(4) Insist on correctness. Do not accept "ain't" for
"isn"t", "don't" for "doesn't", "this here", "those
sort", or similar ungranmatical or uniciomatic expres-
sions. 3e careful to secure the proper use of the
tenses, especially of the present tense.
It woulc. seem from all this that when our practice catches up
with our theory, oral composition will indeed be a very well-
taught subject.
(I) Ivlass. Bulletin of the Boarc of ScucaGion. Number 10. r'ages 44-45.
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WRITTEN COMPOSITION
General Considerations
Dr. Blaisdell made these carefully weighed utter-
ances in his presidential address to the National Council
of Teachers of English in July, 1924:
"Few of the men and women graduated within a month
from our colleges can write a creditable business letter.
Only an exceptional one can interest an audience for ten
minutes as he talks about a favorite subject. Not many have the
habit of reading anything except the sporting page. They
came to college without them. College instruction in English
lacks the practical, is abstract, is sometimes only vacuous
vaporing High schools guided by college requirements,
give three-quarters of their English time to cramming
students with inconsequential facts. Until a national
survey has determined aims for each type of school, high
schools, forgetting college entrance, should teach the
fundamentals that have not been taught earlier, and colleges
should take students as they find them and teach them the
English that they will need in life" (I).
The statement that after a month only a few college
graduates can write a creditable business letter is an
interesting one, as that is one of the aims of the progressive
high school of today. On examining courses of study prepared
(I) What is English? C. H. Ward. Page 20.
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by State Departments of Education, and outlines of courses
given in some of our high schools today, we find that, if
a high school graduate can do nothing else, he ought to be
able to v,rite a creditatle letter, business or social.
Even the junior high school is teaching letter-writing, and
many of our more progressive high schools are teaching
letter-writing throughout the whole four. year course.
The importance of "letter writing and the prominent
part that it plays in high school composition will be taken
up later.
The statement that colleges should take "students
as they find them and teach them the English that they
will need in life" is also interesting. That is precisely
the kind of English that our more progressive schools are
today endeavoring to teach. It is to be regretted that it
is always necessary to refer to 'our more progressive high
schools*, but it is, nevertheless, true that a goodly
number of our high schools are net trying particularly
hard to teach that English which will be needed in life.
It is not at all difficult to see why the high
school is interested in English for life. No matter how
many colleges teach "that English which is needed in life"
they can, from the very nature of their institution, teach
only a very small percentage of all those who are to become
members of society for life. The high School for many
thousands of boys and girls is a finishing school. It is,
perhaps, even more essential for the high school to teach
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that English which is needed in life than for the college
to ao so.
.aims oi' Written Composition
The aims oi written composition incluue the follow in, : (I)
(1) Ability to write a letter which conveys a message
directly, concisely ana courteously.
(2) Ability to compose on the first draft a clear and
readable paragrapn or series or paragraphs on familiar
subject matter, With due observance of unity and or-
der and with some specific detail,
(3) Ability to analyse anu present in outline form the
gist of a lecture or piece of literature, and to
write an expansion of bhtat outline.
(4) Ability, with due time for study and preparation, to
plan and work out a clear, well-orderea , and inter-
esting report of some length upon one's special in-
terest—literary
,
scientific, co..u-iercial or what not.
(5) Ability to write a paragraph or article with special
adaptation to purpose ana co cla.s of readers, ;/ith
some vigor ana personality of style. Suggesteu forms
for such writing are: short stories; dramatic aaap-
tations or compositions, news articles and the like.
(I) Syllabus for Secondary Schools. Englisn Language and
Literature. Hew York (State) University. Page 3. (re-
printed from the report of the national Joint Committee
on Reorganization of English in cue .^econdar^ schools)
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A :.ii- h School Course of Study in Written Co' position
It has been pointea out that some of our high schools
are at least endeavoring to teach that English which will
be neeued in lii'e. The following outline of the course in
written composition, received from a Massachusetts High School
shows that a pupil graduating irom this high school surely
ought to be able to write a creaitsble letter, And, after all
letter writing is one of the most common neeas of life. This
outline is not intended to be p perfect course of study in
written composition. A$ least it is not submitted with that
idea in mind. It will, however, serve ohe oint of how some
of our progressive high schools are endeavoring to teach
practical, usable v/ritten composition.
ENGLISH
COURSE PI' STUPY
V/RITTEN COMPOSITION
OhAX, IX (l)
A. Aims :
(1) To give broader interests and better knowledge of
environment
.
(2) To increase the pupil's powers of observation,
organization, and expression.
(. ) To enlarge the vocabulary.
(4) To secure greater flexibility and variety of sentence
structure
.
(5) To teach the generel principles of paragraphing.
(1) Taunton (Mass.) High School.
I
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(6) To ;;ake the misspelling of common words an uncommon
occurance
.
B. Material :
(I) Themes based largely upon personal experience and ob-
servation.
(a) Simple work in correlation with community civics.
(b) Themes on characters in life or in books whom the
pupils admire.
(c) Simple exercises in argument, the topics usually
growing out of school life, the aim being to teach
pupils to keep to the question, and to treat their
opponents courteously.
(d) iluch drill in practical exposition, pupils telling
ho?/ to do things, how to find things, ho\i to go to
various places, hovv various contrivances \*ork.
(e) Themes dealing in an elementary way with various
occupations, the aim being to start the pupils to
thinking vocationally.
(f ) Descriptive writing, subjects selected allowing of
appeal to several senses.
(g) An incident in a book may be rewritten as if it were
an actual occurance to be reported for a newspaper
v.ith suitable headlines.
(h) Letters may be supposed to pass between characters
in books familiar to pupils; invitations; notes,
thank you, bread and butter, and roof etc.
(i) Reports, chiefly oral, on current events based upon
magazine reading.
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(2) Spelling of words used; mastery of the "one hundred worst
words".
(3) Necessary punctuation as occasion arises.
C. Method
(1) When a pupil misspells a word, he should copy it in his
notebook and master the word. Pupils should he tested
upon these lists.
(2) DriJl in sentence manipulation may take various forms
such as
:
(a) Combining a number of brief statements into a
single sentence.
(b) Changing compound sentences into simple or complex
sentences,
(c) Reshaping awkward sentences, especially those
unnecessary repetitions.
(3) The paragraph should be emphasized as a unit of discourse.
(a) Pupils should plan themes in class and each main
topic should be developed as a paragraph.
(b) Topic sentences should be assigned for development
into paragraphs.
GRADE X
A. Aims
;
(1) In general, clearer and more logical thinking; correct,
clearer and more forcible expression.
(2) Particular emphasis should fall on the sentence and on
the elaboration of the paragraph.
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(5) Pupils should learn to handle , typical problems of business
correspondence near to ordinary experience; telegrams, etc.
(4) Pupils should learn to study briefly news-papers and
magazines.
(5) advance in punctuation.
Material
(1) For paragraph writing: Subjects familiar to the pupil
which lend themselves to treatment by contrast, by
comparison by examples, by details, etc. Visits to points
of interest under guidance of a teacher make suitable
material.
(2) Themes based on literature, provided the exercises are of
vital interest to the pupil and do not lead to literary
criticism and questions of technique. Problems of human
conduct suggested by reading the classics furnish excellent
material. For example: (a) Can the boy of today plan his
life as did Franklin? (b) Gareth*s ideals and the modern
boy.
(3) Incidents written up as news stories; brief editorials on
matters of student opinion; advertisements, particularly
if they can be put to use.
(4) Class discussions of topics of current interest.
(5) Spelling of words needed in themes; word building for
increase of vocabulary.
(6) Practice in letter writing.
Method
(I) Pupils should be taught how to organize material by the
use of outlines, analysis of good paragraphs by contemporarie
c
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will help*
(2) Pupils should also be taught now zo test a jjaragrap^
as to Its unity ana point of vie// bj, suramarizing it in
a single sentence.
(3) Stuay sentences by examining them, in typical paragraphs.
Let the class see how a paragrapn is divided into sen-
tences--how the sentences succeed eacn other and are
related to each other.
(4) Assist to greaser ease in Handling sentence b^ much
sentence manipulat ion. Let the clas . condense, combine,
transpose, expand, divide sentences of various tupes;
maxe sure that bhey recognize grammatical relationships,
(5) Show how clearness ma„ be obtaineu oj one use of con-
nectives; by correct placing of modifiers; by unmis-
takable reference of pronouns; by oorrec .. sequence ot
tenses
;
by avoiding dangling participles; qj oa.siting
unnecessary words; by punctuation.
(6) Speaking _irst and writing afterward is one »ay of in-
suring goou organization and effectIre treatment of
details.
(7) Require each pupil to xeep a lisu jf worus and expres-
sions which he misuses of waich ne ought no c to use at
all, with correct equivalents.
A. Aims
:
(1) To give experience in collecting and organizing material
for Themes of some length, 1,000 wora. or ...ore; oo teach
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the use of the es'ository outline for this purpose; to
show how to secure interest and appropriate emphasis.
(2) To extend and fix knowledge of the principles of
paragraph structure and sentence structure.
(3) To make the use of words more mature and more accurate.
(4) To provide varied practice in the preparation end
presentation of short talks, articles, editorials, and
descriptions
.
(5) To provide practice in writing short stories.
Material
(1) For suort themes, expository descriptions of natural
phenomena and mechanisms; plans of cities; discussions
of colleges; arguments for and against certain vocations.
(£) For long themes, material on vocations, on social and
political topics of current interest, or biography
gathered from current books and periodicals and observations,
or short story plots.
(5) Glass study of prose in order to develop the idea of
logical construction.
(4) Class study of examples of social letters by recognized
authors--business letters of a little more difficult
type than in the second year.
(o) So much of grammar and rhetoric as the work of the pupils
demands
.
Ke thod
(1.) SpeaKirig, writing, reading good examples, and rewriting
is a good sequence of activities.
/
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GjUJDE 'CI
(2) liave class exercises in the organization of xaaterial.
(3) Let pupils hand in outlines in advance of finished
papers.
(4) lluch of the work of writing should be done in the
clas-j-room under supervision.
GRADE HI
Aitog
(1) To continue and build up the work of Grade XI as may
he possible and necessary. Final arive and review of
fundamentals taken up in preceeding years.
(a) Review of unity, mass, and coherence.
(b) Review of the four forms of discourse.
(2) To utilize special interests for particular classes
where conditions permit.
B. Material
(1) Current events, magazine articles, toptoa developed foj
observation an/a especially library woric, questions for i
formal debate, biography, general reading. Considerable
attention given to guidance, and letter writing.
(2) For special work: (a) Short stories; (b) versemaking
ana paraphrasing; (c) deb.. ting; (d) eaitorials; (e)
letters.
(3) Argumentation,
After reviewing trie above outline, we might well
ask—is our theory so far aheau of our practice after all?
(
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Pro ably not— in this school. However, this course or study
is not typical of the many Mgh schools but it is, perhaps,
a typical estimation of what the more progressive are
doing. The composition that is outlined in this coarse of
study is very likely to prove very much worth while to the
pupils after graduation.
The course of study as outlined by the English
Deoaroment of this school has many fine features, not the
least of which, is that each element of English is treated
separately. Literature, language, oral composition and
written composition are outlined separately, and v/hile all
these elements should, no doubt, be closely correlated in
actual practice, nevertheless, a theoretical separation^ is
invaluable in outlining the entire English course.
Jolleye Entrance ""enuiroMunts and. Written Composi Ion
It will be seen in the proceeding outline that
there is no mention made of colle e entrance requirements.
In fact, all of the better outlines which have been received
make no reference to college entrance demand's. Haag of these
schools, no -.oubt, send pupils to college, and probably have
to resorx to some special 1 jramming* process of their own.
One English Department Head writes, "College and
scientific students are prepared to pass (a) College Board
Examinations (b) College Entrance Examinations. Naturally,
(
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we attempt to give a broad course, but never forget,
that schools today are judged r.iore or less (generally :,ore)
by the ease with which their graduates enter higher
institutions ."
This may be interpreted as meaning that a high
school by giving a broad course can not prepare their pupils
to pass College Entrance Examinations . In other words, those
high schools that are primarily preparing their pupils to
pass College Entrance Examinations are not giving them that
English which will be need in life. ~nd Jr. Blaisdell say*
that, since the high schools do not give their pupils
English for life, it is up to the college to do so. It
seems rather a paradoxical situation.
The following, taken from a course of study in one
of our Lfessachusetts K^gh Schools, is, perhaps, a pertinent
example of a high school that ought to have- a high rating
because of the ease with which their pupils should be able
to pass College Entrance Examinat ions
:
QBJ wTIVES IN W£|TTEjj EE^LtSH
GENERAL
(1) To meet the college board examinations.
(2) To react intelligently to material presented on
the written page.
(3) To present a discussion, story, or argument concerning
a given topic about which one has had some personal
knowledge and experience.
( I
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ABILITY TO
(1) 1-2-3 Write legibly aria with mechanical correct-
ness ills ideas on any subject within his experience.
(2) 3—Write a discussion, story, or argument upon a
subject chosen from a list of assigned suojeccs in
such a way as to maxe his ..eaning clear, forceful,
anc| interesting.
(3) 1—Write a discussion of a piece or literature
previously read in such a manner that the gist of
the material is presented an^ some intelligent criti-
cism of the material is presented.
(4) 1-3 Quote from stanuaru pieces of literature when
such quotations shall be pertinent to the topic un-
der discussion.
(5) 1-2-3 Recognize standard writin- s ana mithors
(6) 2- To acquire ideas from the printed page ana to
apply those ideas in the solution of unexpected
problems.
The numbers apply to the three parts of tits College Board.
Examinations: parts 1, 2, 3.
It will be seen that tnie is an Outline of college
preparatory English. By traaition the college preparatory
course has been, and is now to a large extent, the course
that attracts the largest number of pupils. It is fairl;, safe
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to assume that such is ^he case in this school, and to
further assume that many of the pupils taking this course
do not enter higher institutions.
In my own case, I distinctly remember of reading in
my high school course of study that the college preparatory
course was especially prepared for the "brighter pupils.
While I did not know whether or not I would ever enter college,
I certainly did not intend to relegate myself by my own
volition to the dumb-bell" group. After successfully parsing
the college preparatory course without too much mental strain,
I came to the conclusion that the college course probably
was not for the brighter pupils, after all.
For those pupils who do not enter higher institutions
such a course of study as the preceeding probably constitutes
much waste and irrelevancy.
It would seem that high schools should teach composition
to the gre;-t majority of their pupils who will, in all
probability, receive no other instruction in composition
as long as they live. It would surely seem that the majority
should get the benefit of practical instruction, instead
of getting what is left over, and that the minority, in many
schools an almost negligible minority, should, if necessary,
reoeive some sort of prajprning preparation for college.
d
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NOTES ON TEACHING WRITTEN COMPOSITION
To be understood is the primary purpose of all
writing; to be interesting is a close second. Since either
purpose presupposes something to convey and someone to
receive, an adequate motive should be created or imagined
for every assignment. Without incentive, writing is strained
and unnatural. A real incentive is best; an imagined incentive
is better than none.
EXPOSITION, NARRATION, DESCRIPTION, AND ARGUMENTATION
While some authorities claim that narration with
some description should be taught in the ninth grade, ex-
position in the tenth, and argumentation in the twelfth, it
does seem, however, that it is not at all necessary to draw
any fine distinctions between these four forms of writing.
If the motive prescribed is to explain, the type
of writing to be employed will be exposition. Clearness,
resulting from simple words and direct statements, from
logical arrangement of facts and ideas, at once appears as a
necessary quality, and for that reason can be best studied in
exposition. Subjects ranging over all phases of the pupil f s
interests and environment from "How to Play Baseball " to "How
a Girl Can make a Living in my Town" afford interesting tasks
for every type of pupil. Local industries and occupations offer
opportunities for first-hand information. Local civic problems
require exposition. There is constant call for explanation
in every walk of life— a call to which the pupil can and
should be trained to respond clearly and definitely.
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7/hen the motive is to interest, other qualities mist
be added to clearness. If the reader is curious to know how
an event will turn out or what are the incidents that have
produced tile result, then a story or narrative or the event
is required. If he takes a pleasure in mental pictures, in
the multitude of sense appeals such as the play of light and
color and sound, he will be stimulated and delighted by a
description that brings in these elements. Although in narration
and description much practice with a great variety of subjects is
desirable— subjects ranging from the simplest objects, the
most common -j lace experiences and scenes, to the construction
of dramatic olots and to the portrayal of big moments in human
life—it is undoubtedly true that the more largely this
writing can center around the life ana activities of the
puoil in the home or in the school, the more successful it
will be. The goal to be sought is not so-called "fine writing",
but naturalness, simplicity ana forcefullness of style.
Another motive closely connected with the other two, but
going beyond them, is of convincing. Argument is the
type of writing that answers this motive. Preparation for
<
en argument is best secured by constructing a brief that puts
the main conclusion first ana the supporting reason in
proper subordination afterwards. The brief insures logical
relations in the thought but .-oes not, however, determine
the order of the paragraphs. Subjects, for arguments range
from propositions of school ana local interest to the simpler
<
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topics of state ana National importance.
"All the forms of discourse—exposition
,
narration,
description, and argumentation—should be usee, in the class-
room as they are in life, witnout attempt at fine distinctions
but with the alia of giving the pupils regular and progressive
exercises in all t^pes, with a ver^, definite purpose for each
task. Practice in writing these specific types o_' discourse
shoulu be considered onl„. as means to an end, never as an end
in itself." (I)
"Frequency in writing is more essential than quantity,
and a spirit of go >d workmanship is more essential than eitner
quantity or frequency. A careless theme is worse tnan wortn-
less; it actually undoes the work of previous improvement and .
weakens the writer's self-respect. The only safe rule for a
student is ;,Apply everything you Know, every ti.^e y©u touch
a pen". Consequently, the teacher's first, problem is "Co pro-
vide a social occasion, real or imagine a, ana then appeal to
the social motives that produce genuine compositions instead
or artificial exercises ground out to avoia penalties.
Before issuing the drea^ commana, "Write a tnree hundrea word
theme for to-morrow" , she arouses a spark of curiosity and
creative ambition. Often she lets the class offer suggestions
and ask questions, until ever \ boa. ' . composition machinery is
set in motion. (They shoula feel 'chat the:, are .vritiog to
interest each other, not merely to get a grade)" (2).
(I) Syllabus for Secondary Schools. New York (State)
University. Page 10.
(3) Course of Stuay for TIigh Schools. State of Kansas Depart-
ment of Education. Page 80.
(
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.amount of Written ;7ork; Length of Compositions ( \ ,j
(1) For all years
,
frequent, if not dailj , five—ten line
compositions, and perhaps once a fortnight a slightly
longer (Composition, these to be ,/ritten, and usually
criticized, in the class-room. 3ome of the compositions
may be closely related t,o work in literature or otner
branches, perhaps involving no more than explaining the
meaning of a wora encountered in reading* Many may be
largely mechanical, as in verbatim copying, or in
writing from dictation.
(2) For all years above the seventh, a oompositiosi (800 to
400 words, according to the age of tne pupil) once a
month, preferably written outside the classroom, 'this
to receive the instruct or * s careful criticism.
(3) For tiie ninth and tenth years, a composition of from
300 to 400 words , at least the final araft of whicn
is made outsiae the classroom, once a semester, this
to receive careful criticism.
(4) For tne eleventh anu twelfth ^ ears , a composition of
from 600 to 800 woras written outside the classroom,
once a semes cer, topics to be selected from a list
posted at least two weeks in advance, bhis to receive
tne instructor' careful criticism.
It would seem that frequency in writing is very im-
portant in written composition. Pupils can not learn to write
(I) A Course of ":tuay in English Composition and Literature.
State I'oara of Education, Hartford, Connecticut, page 36-
cc
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through any abstract methods.
The Secretary's Keport
One methoa that has gained consicerable prominence and
is being used by some English teachers in the high school is
that of the secretary's report. Several l.'a'ssachuse tts high
Schools have included this form of composition in their outlines,
and one English teacher especially emphasizes this form of writ-
ing, xhe following is an example of e secietary's report;
Secretary's Report
Feb. 10, 1912.
Division I A met in room five at ten o'clock for the
regular recitation in English. i,fter the reading ana criticizing
of the secretary's report of February 6, the teacher distributed
soma themes that are to be corrected ana returned next time, lie
celiac attention to the convenience of the key on page 28, and
went about the room to explain criticisms that were not clear,
he had L'laster Fox read from page 27 the cistinction between revis-
ing anc rewriting, and urged the class to remember these two points;
(I) The pupil who pays no attention to c irections for revision
neglects his opportunities and wasted his teacher's time.
(d) The slipshoc habit of attending to some suggestions and
neglecting others because they are not understood or do not
seem feasable , will not be tolerated.
as soon as everyone understood all the marks that
rr
had been made on his manuscript, the pupils in the third
ana fourth rows read aloud the theme for the day, Exercise 35,
page 30. Each pupil stood v/ell and read clearly, although
some read so indistinctly at first that they had to try two
or three times. The themes were then exchanged and criticized
in accordance with Exercise 36, page 30.
The next lesson is to write a secretary's report
of today's recitation.
Everyone was present.
Reg ;&ct fully submitted, ( I
)
This is an old report but, nevertheless, it would
seem that the idea is essentially sound. However, if too
much detail is required in the repor ; it is very likely
that the pupil will think too much about what he is going
to write for the next day, and not enough about what is going
on in the classroom.
Letter ..E-iting
Because letter writing plays such a large part in
the social and business life of the peoole, it is one of the
most important forms of composition. Business letters require
clear, exact, yet courteous statements, friendly lotters
admit descri )tion and narration for interest, exposition for
clearness, and ocbasibnally argument. Oonventicnal social
forms, announcements, invitations and replies, together
with business -and friendly letters, invite a careful study
(1) Two vear's Course in English Composition, Charles Lane "Tanson.
Pages 18-19.
(I
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not &n\i of appropriate headings, salutations, conclusions
and superscriptions, but also of propriety in the choice of
stationary ana ink. Practice in letter writing shju-d be
vigorously pushed during every term of the school course.
Such devices as intercla.s letter writing contests or class cor-
respondence with distant cities or countries nay be use^ to
advantage.
In order to make letter writing effective, definite
problems should be assigned. ITot only the general purpose of
the letter should be made clear, out a full sna detailed state-
ment of the circumstances under which the letter is supposed
to be written .noula also be maae. Frequently pupils should
be required to answer actual letters and occasionally to carry
on one or both sides of a correspondence consisting of a series
of letters. In writing an wers to business letters, the pupil
should be required to refer definitely in his opening sentence
to the contents of the letter he is answering, although the
problems assigned should vary widely in suoject and purpose, the
greater part of the practice should be in the field natural to
the pupils. she standard of excellence in the scuool, oS in
life, should be trie efiect produced upon me person addressed.
"The value of a bu. iness letter written by the en-
tire class will be obvious. For instance, che class writes an
order for a grindstone for the manual training department.
Suppose t:i3 stone is cracked when it arrives. . Tne sni ,per must b
CI
c
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informed of its receipt, its condition and the supposed cause
of the defect. Perhaps a claim for damages from the railroad
company will have to be made. All these matters, when brought
out by oral discussion, should be put upon the blackboard.
The pupils then compose sentences answering the needs of each
phase of the matter; these are criticized in point of fact,
style and accuracy. Then each pupil writes for himself the
proposed letter. This, after correction, is copied into the
notebooks for future reference.** (I)
JOURNALISM
Throughout the United States elementary courses in
the fundamentals of journalistic practice are with growing
frequency being taught in the high schools. Practically all of
the State Departments of Education are advising the teaching of
journalism in the high school, either as a part of the regular
composition course, or as a separate course of study. Where
journalism is offered as a separate course of study usually two
years of English is required as a prerequisite. This growing
popularity of high school journalism is, perhaps, a natural
development in view of the advancement of the profession of
journalism and the far-reaching influence of the press. "There
is, however, one precaution to be noted; under no circumstances
should the professional training of newspaper and magazine
practitioners be undertaken in secondary schools, for the
obvious reason that the responsibilities of such a profession
(I). Syllabus for Secondary Schools. New York (State)
University. Page 11-12.
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are so great that even the highly organized universities and
professional schools soarcely suffice to educate men and women
who can enter the Journalistic field with technical and
intellectual equipment adequate to guarantee their own rise and
also the upward march of the profession. " (I)
However, it would seem that such a precaution need not
concern us greatly at this time for the majority of our secon-
dary schools are not attempting to produce professionally
trained newspapermen. If, however, our high schools through
the teaching of Journalism are better able to produce pupils
who are more skilled in the art of composing, then journalism
has justified its inclusion in the composition course of study.
The purpose is not to produce professionally trained journal-
ists, but rather to aid the pupil in understanding and in
applying the principles of self-expression. This, journalism
can do if rightly taught.
The Journalistic method as a means of socializing and
vitalizing the teaching of English Composition offers undoubted
advantages. It stimulates exact observation, the careful weigh-
ing and sifting of facts, and the seeing of things in their
logical relations. It trains in the correct understanding of the
individual and the mass mind of readers. It cultivates a sense
of responsibility, accuracy, truth and honor. It may be very
well motivated.
THE SCHOOL PAPER
One of the most significant and pertinent forms of
(I) Applied Writing by the Journalistic Method—Perley Isaac Reed
11
s
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motivation in composition and in Journalism is furnished by
some kind of school publication. "A school can exist and do
good work without a publication of any kind, yet it is undoubt-
edly true that journalism appeals strongly to most young people,
and that a publication of some kind, a magazine, a newspaper, or
a combination of the two, is a great aid in the teaching of
composition, provided the venture does not call for a greater
expenditure of time and money than the size of the school
warrants. Experience gained in preparing copy for the printer
and in correcting proof is of practical value. Moreover all
teachers, presumably, realize how stimulating it is for a young
person to see himself in print. Even where a school paper of
the ordinary kind is impracticable, penned or typewritten
Journals prepared by classes or smaller groups may be profit-
able undertakings, providing an incentive not always felt in
writing a composition designed primarily for the teacher* s eye. w (I
The study of the vocations is also a very important
consideration in the high school, and one which may very well
be correlated with composition. Several years ago Dr. Jesse
B. Davis, then Principal of the Central High Sohool, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, worked out a plan for utilizing a part of the compo-
sition work of each grade from the seventh to the twelfth as a
means of developing an intelligent and thoughtful attitude
toward the problems of selecting a vocation and preparing oneself
for the vocation selected. This plan has succeeded not only
in helping the pupil to reach more intelligent decisions but has
(I) A Course of Study in English Composition and Literature for
Secondary Schools, Hartford, Connecticut. Page 75.
c
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also furnished vital and interesting topics for oral and written
composition. ("Vocational and Moral Guidance-Jesse B. Davis.
)
Habits in English Composition
Habits in English are probably of more significance to
the pupil than is any specific body of content with which he
deals. In general the teaching of composition should result in
the formation of such useful habits as the following: (I)
(1) The habit of having accurate information before
attempting expression.
(2) The habit of making topical outlines.
(3) The habit of developing each topic into a paragraph.
(4) The habit of using topic sentences, summaries and
transitions.
(5) The habit of using short, unified sentences.
(6) The habit of careful connection both in regard to
subject matter and form.
(7) The habit of looking up principles of writing in books
of reference whenever these principles become hazy
or require new applications.
Co-operation of All Departments (2)
The following are a few suggestions for the co-operation of
other departments in written English:
(1) Require the uniform heading. The faculty in each school
(1) Syllabus for Secondary Schools. New York (State) University.
Page 15.
(2) The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Bulletin of the Board of
Education. Number 10. Page 45.
r
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should reach an agreement concerning the heading to be
required of all pupils in all their written work.
(2) Insist on neatness in both handwriting and arrangement.
(3) Require correct spelling, not only of words in your
subject, but of all common English words. To call attention
to such errors will not be sufficient, unless the pupil
is made to feel that he cannot safely repeat the error.
(4) Insist on clear sentence structure. Sprawling or incoherent
sentences should be pointed out to the pupil. He will soon
learn that he must exercise the same care in his other writing
that the English teacher exacts in his themes.
(5) Require such punotuation as will make the sentence clear
at a single reading, especially the proper use of the
period and comma. The faculty might well agree on a few
of the important rules for the comma to be enforced in
all writing.
(6) Reject summarily all reports, papers, and notebooks obviously
deficient in the elements of decent English and good form
noted above.
Conclusion
In the foregoing an attempt has been made to show the
general utility of composition—oral and written—and how and
why this subject ought to be taught in accordance with this
utilitarian aim. It would seem that practically all of the
modem educational aims and tendencies of composition teaching,
reduced to the fundamentals, are essentially based on utility—
i
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utility to the pupil in school and out of school. If we had no
aims at all for composition teaching, no other beacon to follow
except that of utility— the usefullness of composition to the
pupil himself-- it would seem that our instruction ought to be good
because we are aiming at something definite, tangible, and worth-
while; and not shooting in the air it nothing.
There is no question about the fact that our theory
is still far ahead of our practice. This is, of course, more
apparent in some schools that in others, as may be seen from
some of the outlines in this paper. It is. not, however, at all
surprising that our theory is ahead of our practice—no doubt
it will always be so. Something will be radically wrong when
our practice is the same as our theory. All of our theory is
not good. It must be tried out, p\rt into practice, before we
can pass upon its merit. Much of our theory on teaching com-
position has been put into practice in some high schools, and is
proving so and. The trouble seems to be that too many of our schoo
are too reluctant to give theory an even chance to orove Itself*
And many of our schools are still too suspicious of even that
theory which Is pro zing itself good in other schools. However,
many of our more progressive schools are putting theory into
practice, much of it is proving sound, and when our practice
catches up with out present theory, composition will, indeed, be
a very well taught subject.
ri
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